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Introduction
Lots of sites claim to bring you 18 year old pussy, but how many of them actually prove it to you? I Am
Eighteen gives you exclusive scenes starring truly eighteen year old sluts and proves each of them is a
real 18er by having her hold up her driver's license photo ID for the camera! You can see for yourself,
all the whores on the site really are tight 18 year old pornstars! As a member of The Tongue, if you
sign-up through the free preview on this page you can get full access for the special discount price of
less than ten bucks a month!

Adult Review
I Am Eighteen is a simple concept - tight, nubile 18 year olds that are dying to take a cock in their cooch. Simple can
certainly be good, especially once you see the quality of amateur teens that parade through the site. Although it's likely that
there are some 19 or even 20 year olds in the mix, they all have the fresh faced look that you would expect from a teen porn
site - no need to worry about 30 year olds in pigtails here.
  
  I Am Eighteen might seem like it has a complicated member's area at first, but that impression is mostly from the fact that it
is part of a larger network and all of the options are thrown on the main member's area. Featured Series is where all of the
tight teens are waiting - all 34 episodes worth of them. 
  
  Each I Am Eighteen episode has a photo set with over 100 photos, and a 30 minute video showcasing the sucking and
fucking action of these amateur hotties. You can download three different formats in full scene only - Xvid is the best quality
at 576x432 and 2 mbps, and lower quality video in WMV and Mp4 format. These downloads are DRM free so you can check
out the teen porn action whenever you want. There is also a streaming flash version to get your rocks off right away. The
photo sets are full pictures and not just vidcaps - they come in at 1024x680 and are in an easily browsable gallery set up. 
  
  I Am Eighteen also gets you access to the Pimproll network, which is a sprawling porn mecca. There are over 120 bonus
sites and 23,000 scenes that are updated daily. Since I Am Eighteen itself doesn't update, you'll most likely end up hitting the
massive teen porn section on the network before long.
  
  There are a few areas that I Am Eighteen could improve upon, such as updates and offering clip downloads, but you won't
worry about that too much once you see the sexual chemistry these teens have, along with the bonus network.

Porn Summary
I Am Eighteen might be your standard run of the mill amateur teen porn site, but they have a near flawless execution of the
concept along with a massive porn network that updates daily.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Proven 18 year old pussy is a special site to see!'
Quality: 85  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 78
Support: 85 Unique: 90    Taste: 87        Final: 84
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